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ABSTRACT:
IN INDIA where different type of languages exist how any specific language can be supreme? Here literacy rate is check by if the person can read and write in any language no language is barrier to check literacy rate the why any specific language is barrier or even people judge the status and treat other person by the mode of communication {English}. Only 10% people in India who knows English. Around 20-30% of people don't know Hindi in India. The constitution of India states under Article 348(1)(a) that all proceedings in the Supreme Court and in every High Court, shall be in English language or Hindi language. Use of any language according to the place and tounge of the people living there or the language which is easy to understand by the people living there is still better that to use any specific language like English or Hindi. The people for whom the courts came in the existence or who file cases in courts for justice if they are not able to understand that what the judge and advocate is arguing or talking about then how they can understand immediately what is going on in their own case. Along with this so many advocates who have efficient knowledge but just because of the language barrier they can't be part of higher courts.
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HYPOTHESIS: If Hindi and English and other regional languages would be medium of proceeding in supreme court rather then only English or Hindi then it would be easier for people to understand the proceeding there, if in India companies and the places related to public services shall use Hindi as priority then the people who measure others status good if they are using English will automatically stop this practice as everyone can't afford to study in English medium schools some because of finance, living in remote are etc.

TO speak or proceed anything in the court regarding to the victim or criminal if they are unknown about what they (judge or advocate) are talking about because they are not known to English language then why need of even victim or criminal there if just two person is only known about what is going. Language is not just a medium to communicate but it conveys the emotions of the people as well.

We are living in India i.e. UNITY IN DIVERSITY. Where different languages are modes of communication.
Imagine living in a nation where you, a member of the majority, are unable to read the label of the medicine you must give your child, the menu of the local or fancy restaurant or the signs of emergency or of road; a place where you are comprehended the government document officiating your driver's license, tax filing or marriage. This is the world where hundreds of millions of Indians live with simplicity because the elite prefer English.

**LITERARY REVIEW:**

Officially, just 12% of Indian people speak English, with many only speaking it as a second language. Nevertheless, the country has an extremely dense population, meaning that this 12% cross section of society exceeds 100 million people.

IN India a person aged 7 years and above who can both read and write in any language, is treated as literate. Then how can we expect that people of India can speak and understand English language.

In India here is majority of Hindi speaking people, and other languages which are in use their origin language is Hindi or Sanskrit. English came in India by British.

Even in government jobs or in colleges, universities or if parents want their children to get admission in English medium schools, then they have to be fluent in English.

This new era demand is the way to discriminate or keep away those people who have efficient knowledge but no fluent in English. This shows language as a barrier, which shouldn't have to be.

**CONCLUSION:**

language as a barrier in diverse country like India is a stone for knowledgeable or efficient people. It is good to use or speak in universal language to engage globally but not as a barrier.